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About This Game

"Calm down. This is all normal. Well, it’s a new normal. There was a malfunction that we can’t fix yet, but with your help I can
make symptoms bearable. We’re all in the same boat here and should help each other."

"I’m Shelly, a lead scientist in General Education research facility. The job title is longer, but it’s not important. Here’s what I know
so far, though."

"The experience-sharing program that we were studying went haywire. Maybe it’s that black box, maybe something else. The main
symptom for you is that your nightmares and dreams no longer require sleeping to manifest. These hallucinations is all your

subconscious. It turns out that given enough time with it, we go insane. But we can fix that."
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The Long Reach is an adventure game filled with colorful characters, puzzles, and a shock of discovery. Wait, weren't we
supposed to say “joy of discovery”? That can’t be right.

The Long Reach takes place in New Hampshire, in the fictional town of Baervox. The game draws its inspiration from Lone
Survivor and The Cave and all the classical adventures (except that The Long Reach is set in the present day). You don't play in
a post-apocalyptic world or explore a fairy-filled fantasy world. You’re in the thick of it, just around the corner from the place

where you buy your groceries.

The Long Reach is a horror-thriller hell bent on screwing with your perception of things.

The game misuses stunning pixel art to create gruesome and unsettling images.

You’ll be playing as Calvin throughout the game - this is an example of the lies and deception that we have in store for
you.

You won’t be forced to figure everything out. Escape if you wish, in fact we encourage you to run for your life!

Solve puzzles that require thinking outside the box. The box provided by our publisher was never used during the
development.

You’ll be able to talk with plenty of characters. In fact, you’ll have a chance to pitch in every five lines or so.

A classic adventure game inventory filled with keys and weird stuff (note: no Elvish swords glowing faintly blue when
evil is close in this game).

Original atmospheric and haunting soundtrack. The composer's not right in the head, he brought weird stuff home to use
in the soundtrack. We’re all concerned for his cat.
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10/10 would erase my memories to experience Touko's route again.. Currently one of the best fighting games on steam. Very
similar mechanics and game play to Street Fighter III 3rd Strike.

Only complaint is lack of resolution options, other wise solid game.. I cant figure out how to open it!!. I do not think you will
ever feel liuke you wasted time after you finished playing this game. You will enjoy it if you play it. The music is great too.. too
many bugs...

1.when I buy item, item just banish with weapon.

of course I did not counfused buying with selling.

2.when I ride elevator, I can't click any floor so I must restart game.

good concept,

bad programming.. Just as the title says "revisited" I am now revisiting this game after several years. Sigma games - in general -
are characterised by mindless shooting sequences whether the targets are aliens (Alien Shooter series) or the undead (Zombie
Shooter series). If I'm not mistaken lately the guys haven't been very active - the focus shifted to tower defense-type software
only.

It all started with the Alien Shooter and the "Revisited" version uses a kind of updated engine that was present in the sequel.
Which is - by the way - my favourite. As already hinted at above this is a mindless shooter - we go around and kill every (and I
mean every) alien on each level. We pickup weapons, armour, cash and massacre hordes of aliens and bump into a couple of
secret places as our projectiles create holes in the wall.

I have returned to this game recently as trading cards had been introduced to the series (plus achievements for the vanilla
version) and was happy to see that the game runs well on Windows 10. After the first launch it automatically quit but for the 2nd
time I was able to eliminate throngs of xenos in a couple of hours.

If you like shooters played from an isometric perspective you can give this one a try. Do note, however, that the game has dated
graphics (the highest resolution is only 1024x768) and it is pretty short. The last couple of levels are pretty difficult without
cheat codes, though. Survival game modes can add a couple of more hours to its longevity.. Really cool single-screen platform
game, with an Amiga-era aesthetic and the option to play with unlimited, 3 or no continues. The latter is much appreciated
compared to most rogue-likes. Also, the flying neck-chop decapitation is a fun mechanic.. Amazing puzzle game. Not too easy,
not too difficult. And the game unravels the story quite nicely through visuals. I love how the levels grow as you progress
through the family tree and how some of these levels connect together in different perspectives. Having played the earlier Cube
Escape games and Rusty Lake Hotel, I love noticing little references to those games and similar puzzles. Overall, gameplay is
great, story is great. I highly recommend this game. Can't wait for a future game by these developers and I hope to find out more
about the mysterious Rusty Lake.. I only bought this game because it was 9p on the market! :) However, it actually turned out to
be a very enjoyable and worthwhile game. Thoroughly reccomend it, even at full price, to those who enjoy 3d puzzles.. I
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recommend this game ONLY to people who love Guilty Gear. If you're just getting into the series, please for the Love of God
start with Xrd or Accent Core.

This game is a 100% port of the original Guilty Gear for the PS1, and being a direct port is both it's greatest strength and flaw.
It's a tough as nails fighter with mechanics that were questionable even during it's release back in 1998. For example, you have
two health bars per round, once one goes away you can just spam your Overdrive move an unlimited amount of times.
Testament has a poison mechanic here that he has in other games, but the poison doesn't stop at the magic pixel, it flat out KO's
you. The dust and instant kill mechanics that are popular in the series work VERY different here. There isn't a dedicated dust
button but there also isn't a dedicated way to perform them, like pressing both Slash and Heavy Slash worked on X. Some
character moves seem to do it on their own (I've seen May's somersault move hit me with a Dust) In every game after this one,
an Instant Kill only gave you a round. If you missed your instant kill, you lost your entire super meter and couldn't instant kill
for the rest of the round This game? You press Punch and Kick at the same time, hit the opponent, then if you input hadouken
before the victim breaks free, you win the whole fricken match. If your opponent breaks free you can just freely try throwing
out your instant kill to win again. Be warned, you can just as easily lose both rounds. This game is the only one in the franchise
in which the AI also throws out Instant Kills. You still have your unlockable Justice, Testament and Baiken, however, just like
the original release, you can ONLY use them in 2 player VS matches. This game unlike the future installments, does not feature
a free battle mode to fight against a CPU opponents and lacks online multiplayer. The game loads very fast to the point where
you can barely see the VS Screen with their movelist, thankfully pausing in this game lets you bring up your character's move
list.

This game has a lot of charm and is still impressive to see how the Guilty Gear franchise started. However, it isn't the best if
you're just looking to get into the series. I only wish there was at least online multiplayer, maybe in future update? Regardless,
this game is still well worth checking out if you love classic fighting games.

Pros:
+ Amazing Soundtrack by Daisuke Ishiwatari.
+ Diverse cast, no one plays alike.
+ Fast game play and loads very quickly.

Cons:
- No Online Multiplayer
- Can't use unlockable characters outside of two players
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The game is wonderful and relaxing, the devs are awesome instantly fixing bugs the moment you complain about them! I
recommend this game fully. Just buy it now :D. Triborg is not working for me. It just crashes my game.. I want to like this
chapter, I really do.

The complete randomness of choices detract from what could have continued an interesting tale. Much of the game involves
guessing what you think the designers want you to do--instead of choosing your own path--and you are often punished for
choosing incorrectly, even if you follow gameplay logic already presented to you. The story is also stymied by situational puzzles
that bear little if no connection to the larger story.

Navigation, sadly, is also a mess. Once you pass through a location, sometimes you are able to backtrack, and other times you
are not. And then, sometimes when you are allowed to, there is no purpose to it, as the game indicates that there is nothing more
that can be done here. The mix between linear progression and choice of movement is, again, unfortunately, stymied by an
overall lack of structure and greater intent.

What was once a charming little adventure has collapsed upon itself, lacking the structure of a cohesive story and consistent
gameplay rules; often, too often, random situations are presented to you with random choices to select -- with no consistent
logic. Options in one situation for example, are often not presented in another, similar situation. Good games create an
environment with a set of rules and provide interesting choices within that structure. This chapter lacks that systemic structure.

The primary weakness of this chapter is a lack of focus of intent. There is scant evidence of a lead designer, as the volume of
random situations and random choices scatter what could have been--what I hoped would have been--a satisfying conclusion..
Worth the 10 dollars.. graet charecter has good brutality. One of the worst games on Steam...

What's the point of a medkit if every attack from an enemy kills you in one hit?. i never realy liked shotters but this is one game
i cant stop playing i find my self geting up for work and after opening my work i start playing this game even on the job one
grate free game that i will never stop playing to much fun. Definately worth it. Fun, challenging, and very catchy.

i especially love the "Midnight Train" level, and now I find myself playing the game often just to hear that song...

Experience the Column Craze!:

Greetings, Creators!

This update is all about three things: Greater stability. Improved performance. Column blocks shaped from the finest, pointiest,
shredded leaves.

Stability & Performance. The Industrial Update!:
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Greetings, Creators!

Power up the Industrial Update to get your hands on the new Indusrial set, featuring 26 brand new premium recipes! We want to
make sure everyone gets a chance to play with these new blocks, so for a limited time anyone can claim the FREE Industrial
Mini Recipe Bundle from the store to score five industrial recipes - and you'll also be able to grab a free kit to build the new
Hoverjet blueprint!*

There's another new blueprint to explore: the detailed and epic Robo Retreat! Plus we've included our usual spread of bugfixes
and improvements (try rotating a window or a fence).

We've got some truly exciting features cooking for the future, and we can't wait to start sharing the details. Stay tuned for more
on those features, and thanks for checking out the Industrial Update!

* These free bundles will only be available for a limited time, so grab 'em while you can!

New Features and Content. Introducing Creativerse Pro:
2016 is the year of Creativerse!

When the game debuted in early access almost 2 years ago, we were upfront that it would ultimately be free to play so we could
hopefully reach the largest possible audience. Since then we’ve been experimenting with selling various items in our store. Now,
as we near the end of our time in early access, we’ve applied what we’ve learned to come up with something we think is a pretty
great value for you guys.

It’s called Creativerse Pro.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=733755856
Designed for players looking to maximize their experience in the game, going Pro unlocks fun toys like the Glider and
Flashlight, plus a bigger inventory, double stamina and a bunch of nifty new world options (e.g. low gravity worlds, different
skybox options, faster growth, fewer mobs, and more). We’ll also add new features to Pro over time.

The best part is it aligns with our free to play philosophy of avoiding “pay to play” or “pay to win” mechanics. None of the
extras that come with Pro membership are required to enjoy the core game.

Creativerse Pro will be available in R33 for a one-time price of $19.99. But guess what? As a way of saying thank you to our
supporters, we’re giving Pro free to all of our paid early access backers!
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=733758364
To set Creativerse Pro up for success, we had to make two changes to how the game works for free players: 1) free players will
be limited to owning one world, and 2) free players will no longer have the ability to set advanced options for their world. 
(Loophole alert: if you have a friend with Pro membership, you can play in their world and enjoy all the nifty new world settings.)
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We acknowledge these changes may be controversial. Keep in mind, the cost of keeping these servers running, adding new
features, and continually squashing bugs is significant. These changes will help us continue to grow that effort.

We’re very excited to see the reaction to Creativerse Pro when it launches! As always, please share your feedback with us and
thanks for playing Creativerse!

–The Playful Team

P.S. To further clarify our approach to free-to-play development, here’s a concrete example: we’ve been teasing a machine system
that’s also launching in R33. This new feature is what we consider part of the core game experience and therefore freely available
for all players to enjoy.. R9 -- Key re-mapping and bug squashing:
Creatifriends!

Happy new year! It's time for R9. Since we took the holidays off, this is going to be on the lighter side as far as releases go.
There's only one new feature -- though it's an often requested one -- key re-mapping.

But there are also a bunch of improvements and bug fixes. For example, one improvement, suggested by the community:
visitors will no longer be harmed by mobs. In fact, most of the additions and fixes in this update came from player suggestions
and bug reports. We really do appreciate all the help you guys give us. Keep it coming! Our forums are this way.

Here are the release notes...

New Features and Content. Creativerse is launching on May 8!:

The day is nearly here.

Creativerse will graduate from Early Access on May 8.

In 6 days, we will cross a very important milestone in the game’s development. It’s the moment we say to the world, “Ok,
everyone into the pool!” We will open the doors to an even bigger audience and invite them into the amazing, delightful world
of Creativerse.

For all of you who’ve been on this journey with us and helped us build this game together, this will be just another step. Our
shared hopes and dreams for what this game can become have no limits. We still have much more planned for Creativerse.
Tomorrow, for the first time ever, we’ll share a glimpse of that roadmap with you—details about what we have planned and
where we hope to go from here.

Until then, we wanted to thank all of you for supporting us during Early Access. Your feedback is invaluable to us and
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influences the game’s destiny every single day. To show our thanks, use the code “THANKYOU” in the game’s store (click the
“redeem” button) from now until May 7 to get the super rare recipe for the Unicorn Sword, aka The Rainbownator 5000, as well
as the Ultimate Machines Pack!. Get supercharged with R33, featuring Creativerse Pro and machines!:
Creativerse R33, our biggest update ever, is all about taking your game to the next level. And it’s live now!
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=733755856
With Creativerse Pro, you can soar high above wildwood jungles on your glider, shake up your world with custom options like
low gravity or an alternate skybox, and boost your character with upgrades like a larger inventory and double stamina. It’s
available now for $19.99, but the best part is: if you bought Creativerse before it was free, or if you've ever purchased coins
from our store, we've upgraded your account to Pro for FREE! (For more details about Creativerse Pro,  read last week’s
announcement.)

We're also powering up the core game for all players with our most epic content update yet: MACHINES (if you missed it, 
watch the machines trailer here)! We added a slew of wireless machines for automating lights, doors, gates, fans, and more.
Jump right in and start powering up your world, or check out my guide video for a walkthrough of the new system:
https://youtu.be/g0OSx_npNcQ

New Features and Content. Creativerse R7: The Dawn of the Rise of the Planet of the Female Avatar:
Creatifriends!

We’re back with another exciting update. First up, now you finally have the choice to play as a female in Creativerse! Time to
get in touch with your feminine side and start adventuring with an extra X chromosome (digitally speaking, of course). Speaking
of characters, I’ll give a shout out to customization — we know a lot of you want it, so I wanted to mention it is on our roadmap
(could be a while, though — so much to get done first!).

By popular request, we’ve added signs! You can craft and place wooden signs to display all your deepest hopes, fears and
desires. Or maybe just a big “MY STUFF - KEEP OUT!” warning. But we didn’t stop there. We also added labels for
teleporters and chests, which should come in handy for those of you who like to set up chest rooms made entirely of chests.

This update also introduces the first round of admin tools we’ve been promising for a while now. Worlds now have owners, who
can promote players to admins, mods, builders or visitors. Those with appropriate privileges can mute, kick or even ban
troublesome players. It’s the beginning of a larger system we plan to roll out which will give you full control of your world and
let you open it up to anyone without risking griefer chaos.

For our builders, while we don’t have any new standard blocks this time (next time — promise!), we do have some new
windows, including stone and barred varieties for sending a message in rougher neighborhoods.

Lastly, don’t miss the new death animation. We know you’ll be dying to check it out! Hahaha...I’m so, so sorry.

Thanks for being awesome!

—PD

New Features and Content. Combeau's Party Pad Contest!:
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Combeau is planning the ultimate New Year party. Not just any venue will do though, so he is enlisting help via Combeau’s
Party Pad Contest!

Descended from a very long line of distinguished party animals, Combeau has won numerous awards for his event planning
skills! Here’s your challenge to help him maintain his streak of epic festivities: create a blueprint for the most amazing party pad
the Creativerse has ever seen!

How to Party Down the House & Win Big. Climb to great heights in Creativerse R8:
Hi Creatifriends,

By popular request, we’ve added ladders to Creativerse — stone and wood variety. Craft a bunch and take ‘em with you next
time you go caving for easy access to the surface. Or build an awesome fort in the trees. Just make sure if you’re gonna fall off a
100ft ladder, you only fall off the first rung.

Also, we’ve got a new batch of blocks for you guys to decorate with. This is from our "Moroccan" themed collection, featuring
blocks crafted from stalactite layer materials such as the Siltstone Wall — finally a use for all that extra siltstone you’ve been
gathering! Plus, Reinforced Glass, Iron Walls and for extra fancy builds, Curled Iron Walls.

Lastly, we have world options that should help keep things civil on public worlds: the ability to make all new players default to
visitor permissions, as well as the ability to turn off PVP and Bombs. It’s a big blow to all the griefers out there.

As always, let us know what you think of all this new stuff!

P.S. just a heads up: this will be our last update of 2014 and we will be taking a few weeks off for the holidays, so R9 won't
release until mid-January. Thanks for your patience, guys!

New Features and Content
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